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This paper proposes a new approach of multiple and hybrid watermark using two linked fields of 
insertion. This approach associates two different series of marks: one is sturdy guaranteeing the 
supervision of diffused media though the network and testifying to the identity of the owner of the 
medical image; the other series of marks, which is frail, insuring the integrity, the trace and the 
archives of medical diagnoses. In fact, this approach allows to benefit from the advantages of 
different insertion spaces (spatial and frequency field) and kind of two different fields of 
watermark. In the spatial field, the diagnosis of the doctor (frail marks) is inserted guaranteeing its 
records and its trace. In the frequency, the sturdy mark is inserted allowing to ensure the automatic 
control of the media through the network and testifying to the proprietor of the medical image.  
Keywords: Multiple watermark, hybrid watermark, spatial field, frequency field, security, 
integrity, trace.  
1.    Introduction 
The rapid expansion of the internet and the development of digital technologies have 
increased the accessibility of digital media. For this reason, the image authentication 
becomes very important. Therefore, the security techniques are required where 
verification of integrity [Fourati et al (2008)] and guaranteeing record and trace of each 
intervenient. The use of the watermark technique in medical field has many benefits. In 
fact, the watermark technique can be used to guarantee the trace of the doctor’s 
diagnoses. Then, it follows the evolutionary state of the patient and it forms a whole 
report of the patient. Hybrid and multiple watermark technique provides a possible 
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solution to the above problem. In fact, in this sheet of paper, we are going to conceive a 
new approach of multiple and hybrid watermark using two linked fields of insertion. In 
section 1, we are going to explain the choice of the two insertions field. In the next 
section, we are going to give the positive effect of our approach and we are going to 
explain the insertion phase and the extraction phase. Then we are going to provide an 
optimism technique to increase the sturdiness of our approach. Finally, we will present 
experimental results in section 4. Conclusions are drawn in section 5. 
2.   The choice of frequency/spatial field 
This approach associates two different series of marks: one is sturdy guaranteeing the 
supervision of diffused media though the network and testifying to the identity of the 
owner of the medical image; the other series of marks, which is frail, insuring the 
integrity, the trace and the archives of medical diagnoses. 
The spatial field provides an important capacity of insertion [Stankovié et al (2001)] and 
arranges a higher image quality than other insertion field [Kallel et al (2007)]. In fact this 
author used in this work a spatial field to ensure the imperceptibility of the mark and to 
guarantee the information integrity. For this reason, we have chosen the spatial field and 
we are going to be limited to only four combinations which are the following: 
frequency/spatial, spatial/frequency, spatial/wavelet, wavelet/spatial. 
It is noted that the combination spatial/wavelet, wavelet/spatial are to be eliminated 
because the issued space of waved decomposition is considered as a spatial field [Trichili 
et al (2002)]. In fact, this author has proved that the spatial field and the wavelet field was 
considered the same because the tow field can specify the place of the pixel in the image 
(spatial localization). Thus, the spaces are limited only to two combinations. As our 
multiple watermark application is vulnerable to any eventual transformation (frail 
watermark). So, we are going to apply it in the second insertion field. As a consequence, 
we are going to study the hybrid watermark in the frequency/spatial field. 
3.   The positive effect of our approach 
Just as for every watermark method, our approach is formed of insertion and extraction 
phase which we are going to explain in detail for every insertion field. On the one hand, 
in the medical field, the information is authentic and very important and we must ensure a 
secure transfer of this file. For this reason, we have judged that it is imperative to use the 
spatial field for the application of our approach guaranteeing in this way, high image 
quality, enough insertion capacity in order to introduce the diagnoses of different doctors 
and integrity of the inserted mark in view of the fact that the LSB plan insertion offers a 
certificate of authenticity during the extraction phase [Giakoumaki et al (2003)]. On the 
other hand, it will be important to use the frequency field for the sturdy mark insertion 
allowing to ensure the automatic control of diffused media through the network and 
testifying to the proprietor of the medical image. The presence of this sturdy mark 
prevents any attempt of pirate taking advantage then of this insertion field. 
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4.   The insertion phase 
4.1.    The insertion phase in the frequency field 
In this phase, we have set for objective the duality between sturdiness in comparison to 
different attacks and the imperceptibility of the mark. 
4.1.1.   Choice of porters coefficients of the mark 
The insertion procedure in the DCT (Discrete Coefficient Transform) field is too delicate 
because a little modification of low frequencies may cause a strong degradation of the 
quality of the image. As a result, the insertion in high frequencies may proved to be 
inefficient since a lesser attack which the image may undergo, can also change the 
inserted mark. That’s why; it is very interesting to choose a tape of average frequencies 
insuring a good compromise between high resistance towards different attacks and a low 
degradation of the image quality. Consequently, we have chosen the average frequencies 
for the insertion of our mark. 
4.1.2.   Insertion diagram 
In the frequency domain, the amount of asked calculation, which performs a 
transformation on a whole image, is important. That’s why; we divide our image with 
size 256x256 pixels in 1024 blocks with size 8x8 pixels; and every block will be tattooed 
[EMEK and. Pazarcı (2005)]. 
We apply for every block the DCT; every bit of the chosen mark will be inserted in a 
coefficient belonging to the tape of average frequencies under a substitutive way 
according to the following insertion formula: 
 
α+= ii by  (1) 
 With            iy :  coefficient of the porter image of the mark 
                     
ib : bit of the inserted mark 
The parameter α is used to clarify the degree of perceptibility of the mark. It will be used 
as a factor of compromise between a good imperceptibility and an efficient sturdiness. 
We have chosen to insert the binary acronym of the European project TeNeCi (Tele-
Neurology Cooperative) with size of 32x32 bits as shown in figure 1.     
 
  Fig. 1.  The project acronym 
The inverse DCT is eventually applied following the insertion of mark in order to re-
build the watermarked image. 
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4.2.    The insertion phase in the spatial field 
The insertion phase in the spatial field consists of converting the original image into a 
binary code. Then, the carried out diagnosis via the doctor is converted into ASCII code 
next in a binary code in order to insert in the zone to which it was permitted in the coded 
original image with the help of a reserved key [Kallel et al (2007)]. This procedure is 
repeated successively for every concerned doctor so as to achieve a multiple watermark 
technique [Osborne et al (2004)]. 
5.   The extraction phase 
5.1.   The extraction phase in the frequency field 
This phase allows to check whether the inserted mark during the insertion phase is 
present or not in a watermarked image. In our diagram, we have insured this checking 
without having resort to the original image, only the inserted mark is necessary. The 
extraction diagram which we have developed focuses on a successive inverse operations 
than those adopted during the insertion phase. So, we are going to cut up the image into 
1024 blocks with 8x8 pixels. To every block, we apply the DCT and we separate the 
porter coefficient of the mark. 
Following the extraction of the mark, we move to the identification step which aims at 
proving the source of the image and guarantee its characteristics. For this reason, we have 
created a bank of 999 marks which are generated randomly to which we add our original 
mark. Next, we calculate the correlation between the extracted mark and the thousand of 
marks of the bank. As to confirm that the detection of the mark is efficient, it is 
compulsory that the maximum correlation suits to the inserted mark. 
This correlation is defined as the following: 
Cor = <A,B> = 
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(2) 
A and B are respectively the inserted mark and the extracted one. 
With:    A  the average of the coefficient of the A matrix. 
B  the average of the coefficient of the B matrix. 
5.2.   Extraction phase in the spatial field 
In this extraction phase of the spatial field, we perform the conversion into a binary code 
of the watermarked image in order to have a binary image composed of 8 plans. Then, we 
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extract the mark and we transform it to ASCII code. Next into a character chain so as to 
have eventually the carried out diagnosis on be half of the correspondent doctor(s). 
6.   Optimism 
For our approach of watermark, the first inserted mark must be indeed sturdy as well 
since, this concealed mark in the medium, is the guarantor of the identity of its right. 
Once it erased, transformed or substituted, the image is no longer protected and its owner 
do not possess any proof of copyright as well. Besides, the user of this image is not 
certain on behalf of its servant. 
So we have judged important to increase the sturdiness of our approach; we have had 
then the idea of inserting every bit of the mark many times in the coefficient of every 
block of the modified image (in the average frequencies of the frequency field). This 
redundancy has offered us more chance of finding the inserted mark during the extraction 
phase. In every block, we are going to insert one bit of the binary mark with its size 
32x32 bits with a redundant manner. In fact, the same bit will be inserted 3 times in 3 
different coefficients of tape of average frequencies for every block of the transformed 
image. This redundancy has offered us during the extraction phase more chance in order 
to find the exact value of the inserted bit guaranteeing then a well-sturdiness of the 
develop approach. 
Therefore, we have inserted an important amount of information, which lifts the major 
constraint in the domain of image watermark which is the compromise between the 
sturdiness of the system and the quality of the watermarked image. In fact, when we 
insert the information with a redundant matter, the system becomes sturdier but in 
counterpart, it damages more the medical image. 
In addition, we are going to measure the correlation within and without the suggested 
optimization and this in order to quantify the fidelity of the extracted image contrary to 
the inserted mark. The figure 2 presents the variation of the correlation for the different 
tested images. 
 
Fig. 2. The correlation variation 
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According to the above figure, we notice that the variation of the correlation for the 
optimistic approach presents high value in comparison to classical elaborate approach. 
This is done, in fact, to the redundant insertion of the same mark in the image increasing 
then the possibility to get back it during the extraction phase. 
The figure 3 presents the variation of PSNR before and after the optimization and this is 
so to measure the degradation which was undergone by the image following the insertion 
of the mark [Fourati et al (2008)]. 
 
Fig. 3. PSNR variation 
We note, according to this figure, that the optimistic approach presents a lower PSNR 
variation than the classical one. But, it always keeps satisfactory values as they are 
superior to 30 dB [Puech and Rodrigues  (2004)]. 
To sum-up, we can notice that for the optimistic approach, the correlation increases 
whereas the PSNR decreases. This is expected as the increasing of the amount of the 
inserted information leads to the quality of the original image less better and more 
accentuated correlation. 
7.   Results 
We apply this technique to 30 different medical images with the size of 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bit/pixels resolution in order to evaluate the watermark image, to check the 
sturdiness of the first inserted mark in the frequency domain and the sensibility of the 
second insertion mark in the spatial field in comparison to different attacks and more 
precisely the capability of the approach of guaranteeing the trace and the records of the 
inserted diagnoses. 
7.1.   The quality of the watermarked image 
The imperceptibility of the inserted mark is primordial mainly for the medical images as 
the least modification of the medical image may lead to inappropriate diagnoses. Figure 4 
shows the imperceptibility of the image following the insertion in the two fields. 
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Original image 
PSNR= 42.87dB PSNR= 42.71dB 
Watermarked image in the 
frequency field. 
Watermarked image in the 
frequency and spatial field. 
Fig. 4. The quality of the image following its insertion in the two fields 
According to the figure 4, we can notice that following the insertion in the frequency 
field, the watermarked image presents a PSNR of 42,87 dB; which proves the 
imperceptibility of the first series marks. After the insertion of the diagnoses in the spatial 
field, the final watermarked image presents a PSNR of 42,71 dB; and eventually the good 
quality of this medical image. 
7.2.   The sturdiness of the first mark in comparison to different attacks 
In order to prove the sturdiness of the developed approach in the frequency field in 
comparison to different attacks, we have tried to apply possible diverse attacks which the 
image can undergo as it is shown in table 1. We have used the JPEG compression, added 
noise, histogram equalization, and filter. 
Table1. Sensibility in comparison to attacks following the insertion in the frequency filed 
Attacks Attacked watermarked image Correlation between the detected mark  
and the bank of used marks. 
Absence of 
attacks 
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Absence of 
mark 
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n
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JPEG 
Compression
quality 
Factor:  70% 
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equalization 
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Filter   [3 3] 
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In the absence of attacks, the correlation between the inserted mark and this extracted is 
near to 1. The finding peak permits the identification of the mark in the total of 1000 
chosen marks. It coincides with the position 500 where we have introduced the inserted 
mark. 
However, this correlation decreases when we apply attacks to the watermarked image. 
But, the finding peak shows that the correlation of the extracted mark and the inserted 
mark is well-considered. We have also studied the case of the absence of the mark; we 
have tried to search for an eventual inserted mark. A diagram of an efficient watermark 
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mustn’t detect the mark if nothing is inserted in the image. The obtained curve, in this 
case, doesn’t present any peak (and thus no detected mark), which proves the efficiency 
of our approach that allows to distinguish the case where no watermark is presented in 
the image. Moreover, the developed watermark approaches permits to deny incorrect 
marks. We have inserted in the image another binary mark with the size of 32x32 pixels 
as it is mentioned in figure5 
. 
Fig. 5. Incorrect mark 
We have tried to detect the mark of this image in order to ensure the efficiency of our 
approach and prove that it distinguishes from the inserted mark and doesn’t detect wrong 
marks. The curve of the finding correlation in this case (table1) doesn’t present any peak, 
hence the efficiency of this approach and its ability to distinguish the inserted mark one 
from another. 
7.3.    The sensibility of the second set of marks in comparison to different attacks 
In table 2, we are going to study the sensibility of the watermark diagram in comparison 
to different types of attacks. 
Table2. Sensibility in comparison to attacks during the insertion in the fields 
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   With the reference to this table, we notice that the ultimate attacks, which the medical 
image can undergo, cause the non-comprehensibility of the inserted mark. In fact, The 
JPEG compression, the histogram equalization, the median filter and the added noise 
causing the modification in the image character. The used watermark being frail, the 
modification which have changed the image, reflect also on the set of the inserted marks. 
For the case of non-attacked image (intact and non falsified image), the inserted diagnosis 
is well-detected: character by character and this for all the set of inserted marks by the 
different interventionists guaranteeing then the record of the diagnoses and the trace of 
the doctors. 
Once, the image underwent an attack during its transmission, the vulnerable inserted 
diagnosis in the extraction phase is incomprehensible so as to warn the user of the 
presence of the change of the transmitted image avoiding then every risk of having a 
wrong diagnostic or a different diagnostic from the one inserted. 
8.   Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a multiple and hybrid watermark approach using both 
two different fields of insertion. We have inserted in the frequency field a sturdy mark 
allowing to guarantee the automatic control of the diffused media through the network 
and testify to the identity of the proprietor of the medical image, the presence of this 
sturdy mark prevents any attempts of pirate. In the spatial field, we have included the 
diagnoses of the doctors (frail marks) guaranteeing its records and its trace. We have 
explained in this research the choice of the two fields of the used insertions by clarifying 
its advantages. Then, we have explained in detail the insertion and the extraction phase in 
the two aforementioned fields. Next, we have studied the performance of our approach 
according to different criteria: the sturdiness of the first mark, the quality of the 
watermarked image, the sensibility of the second mark (the series of diagnoses) in 
comparison to different attacks and the guarantee of the trace and the archive of 
diagnoses. We have also optimized the developed approach by increasing the criterion of 
sturdiness through a multiple insertion of the same sturdy mark. This redundancy offers 
us, in fact, more possibility in order to find the inserted mark in the first field of insertion 
following the extraction phase. 
This developed technique is used so as to help the doctors, in a collaborative work, to 
take the decision in a short time.     
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